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It was as if sheâ€™d stepped into her own story...Aspiring writer Lindy Lovejoy knows all about

happy endings. But when she travels to Scotland to research Celtic myth and lore, she never

expected a chance to live her own. Until a stop at mystical Smoo Cave whisks her back in time and

into the arms of a Highland hero whoâ€™d burn up the pages of the steamiest Scottish romance

novel."Welfonder pens enchanting romance of lovers from different times." ~ Fresh

FictionIMPORTANT: Please be aware that, as noted below in 'From the Author,' this is a SHORT

STORY. It was originally published in the Mammoth Book of Time Travel Romance, a huge

anthology of short stories. Mammoth anthologies have a strict word count, hence the short length.

Please note as well, that there are excerpts to other books at the end of Falling in Time. These are

included in the hope of interesting readers in my other work. Falling in Time is a quick read, but

remains a story that I truly adore, however brief. I hope that readers will enjoy it as such, a fast and

pleasant journey to the Highlands. Sue-Ellen Welfonder
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I really liked this short story, but it was too short. I finished it in about 45 minutes. And, I didn't



realize it was a short story consisting of only about 4 chapters. That's why I gave it only 3 stars. Too

short. There was so much more to the story that hadn't been told that could have been.

FALLING IN TIME by Sue-Ellen Welfonder is a quick, Scottish Time Travel Romance. I read this

title previously and loved it so much I also purchased a copy.A quick read, only approximately 104

pages, but, packed full of Ms. Welfonder's magic, passion of Scotland and her romantic intrigue.

The characters are memorable, the storyline is unique and magical. I like the way the author

brought this story to a satisfactory end, while having an impact on the reader, in a few pages packed

full of Scottish Romance.Perfect for readers of Time Travel, Historical Romance, Scotland, quick

reads or waiting at the Doctors office. An idea way to past the time! PLEASE, don't let the number of

pages stop you from purchasing a copy of "Falling in Time". An enjoyable and very satisfying

read!Rating: 4.5Heat rating: MildReviewed by: AprilR

Every once in a while I need a sweetie that is brief but leaves a pleasurable after taste . As much as

I enjoy a Highlander Historical Romance, sometimes I need a break . This little gem forces you to

suspend realism and indulge in true fantasy . A little time travel , romance, visually pleasing H/h and

hot sexual vibes . Wanna know why I have mentioned the above? Then read this short story ( you

won't be disappointed ) and see if you agree . As I said before, it is a sweet break .

New on my list, but hope this will not be the last book. It was short, But I love any kind of good Time

Travel. I do hope she will write a lot more, and make them longer, for I think with her knowledge she

would be great short or long novels. I enjoyed it very much, wish it had lasted longer, for it was go

good I did not want to stop reading when it ended.

I liked this book! Yes it is a fast read and short but the story is delightful!!! I love the lady in the black

shoes with plaid laces!! She ties all the books together and is a friendly face when she shows up!!! I

loved how Lindy is in touch with the otherworld and understands it!! They were given a second

chance with love!!! Hopefully a longer time together!!! I would recommend this book for the

sweetness of it!!

This felt more like the outline for a story than the actual story. It was as if the author, once having

begun the tale, couldn't wait to get to the end of it! What she wrote was good, but so compressed

and short, that it wasn't enjoyable and left me feeling disappointed and cheated. This should be part



of an anthology or collection of short stories rather than a stand-alone product.Having said that, the

writing was good and the story held my interest.

A great well written time travel romance novella , i enjoyed as much as i enjoy so many of

Sue-Ellen's books , two souls lost and finally come together after a very long time , very nice read ,

if you enjoy Sue -Ellen's books you will enjoy this novella .

4 1/2 stars!Lindy and Rogan. Two souls destined for each other and time cannot keep them apart.

They keep feeling and seeing each other through dreams and when Lindy takes a trip to Smoo

Cave in Scotland, time thins just enough to bring them together. I was left with a warm feeling in my

heart when I finished this story. :)
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